Prepping the Unit

1. Begin removal of the existing right and left top sash wood jamb fillers by first lowering the top sash. Insert the pry bar towards the bottom end of the jamb filler between the jamb carrier and interior lip of the jamb filler. Pry up on the interior of the jamb filler and continue removal by working your way up the jamb, pressing outward on the flange. Remove the other jamb filler and discard. See figure 1.

Installing the Sash Limiter Kit

2. Make sure the bottom sash is in the fully closed position. Insert the interior jamb filler(s), flange to the exterior, into the channel between the balance tubes. Press the exterior side of the filler into place, rotate and press the interior side of the filler flat against the jamb carrier. Slide the jamb filler down tight against the checkrail jamb weather strip. See figure 2.

3. Insert the sash limiter(s) into the channel between the balance tubes, notched out end butted up tight against the head jamb. Press the exterior side of the filler(s) into the channel located between the balance tubes, rotate and press the interior side of the filler(s) flat against the jamb carrier. See figure 3.

4. Return the top sash to its closed position. Check operation of the bottom sash limiter by raising the lower sash.